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The Captivating Adventure of Another 
World 20th Anniversary Edition

Young physics researcher Lester Knight Chaykin is conducting experi-
ments in his laboratory when lightning strikes, hurling him into a strange 
and dangerous dimension.  This bizarre world is populated by aggressive 
humanoids and Chaykin must do battle in order to escape back to his old 
life.  

The extraordinary new version of this app lets users switch back and 
forth between the 1991 graphics and HD imagery.  A newly remastered 
soundtrack and sound effects heighten the intensity of the action and new 
touch controls let gamers choose between the classic D-pad and touch 
screen gameplay.  This app is compatible with Zeemote* joysticks, Moga*, 
Moga Pro* and Xperia PLAY*.  

Tablets Take Gamers to Another World

The wild ride of the Another World application can travel anywhere with 
the sleek, lightweight design of Android* tablets.  Hours of functionality 
provide a solid level of performance so that the compelling excitement of 
fantasy gaming can continue.  The remarkable graphics that put Another 
World on the map look truly inspired on these high-resolution screens and 
the responsive touch capabilities make the game a tactile experience.  

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
Since 1991, Another World has taken gamers on a fully-realized, electrifying journey. The retro-gaming developers 
DotEmu have brought the thrilling action of this classic to Intel® Atom™ tablets for Android* in a stunning new   
application.  Another World paved the way for adventure gaming. Known for its cinematic graphics, super sound      
effects and tricky plot twists, Another World presents players with challenging scenarios, high-stakes fights and 
intriguing mystery.  

Features of Another World 
20th Anniversary Edition  
for Intel Atom Tablets for 
Android*
  
  • Classic or High Definition 
     Graphics
  • Engaging Plotline
  • Remastered Soundtrack and 
     Effects
  • High-Energy Gameplay



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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The Classic Fantasy of Another World Now on Android* Tablets  

The cult classic adventure of this imaginative story is now easily downloaded onto powerful, versatile Android* tablets.  
This version of such a timeless game offers some unique features exclusively to Android* tablet users.  By installing 
the app, mobile device users can enter the excitement and challenge of Another World.  

Another World is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dotemu.anotherworld


